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The MAPFORCE product offered by ADSi is designed for use with CADForce,
AVL, MDTForce, and DataForce. It provides the public safety dispatcher and officer in the field a more detailed visual tool for dispatching and controlling personnel, unit locations,
street and area details,
cell phone caller locations
and detailed pre-arrival
personnel placement.

Integration with the
ADSi Suite of Products
MAPFORCE is designed to work with the other ADSi products. For example, the location
of the vehicles that are equipped with GPS is displayed in MAPFORCE via real-time interfaces with CADForce and AVL.
The location of the CADForce incidents is displayed in MAPFORCE along with the location
of the vehicles. The colors of the icons for the vehicles and incidents correspond with the
CADForce status codes for the incident. This integration ensures a consistent user presentation from the laptop in the vehicle, the dispatcher using CAD, and the map.

AVL Capabilities
This product, when interfaced with automatic vehicle
locators linked to global positioning (GPS), gives precise locations that are then referenced through latitude
and longitude points on the map.
Vehicle locations allow the dispatcher to determine
the closest vehicles to the call and the MAPFORCE
AVL display shows the actual response as they move
to the call. Most Importantly! The vehicle’s location
can be quickly determined in a time of emergency.

The dispatcher can click on the vehicle’s ID in the AVL ledger
and that vehicle will be centered on the map. The vehicle will be
zoomed to a level to show local streets and reference points.
The user may also follow the vehicle by enabling the follow-me
feature. This will allow authorized personnel to follow a vehicle’s progress to a dispatched location, hospital, or other points
of interest.

AVL and CAD Incident
Information in MAPForce
Information concerning a CAD incident or a particular vehicle
can be obtained from MAPFORCE.
By clicking on the incident icon the
information concerning that incident is
displayed.

ESRI ArcGIS ®
MAPFORCE in and of itself is not a GIS application. It has
been developed to utilize the leader in location based geographic
information systems. The ESRI ArcGIS products have user-proven, tested, ADSi interfaces implemented in many customer sites.
MAPFORCE displays cell caller, unit information, and incident
information on the map.
The agency’s GIS Department can produce the various map
layers, with ESRI tools, and easily make those layers available to
the ADSi MAPFORCE product. Typically, an agency will import a
street centerline layer, water features, public safety agency district
outlines, fire stations, law enforcement substations, schools, and
other points of interest. The number and types of layers are limited
only by the agency’s needs.

Wireless Cell Phone Caller
Location
As the requirements intensify for identification and location
of cell phone callers, MAPFORCE is interfaced with CADForce to display the location of the cell caller, and update
that location as the caller moves.
MAPFORCE, interfaced with the 911 ANI/ALI information
through CADForce, can display the wireless caller location
directly from the ANI/ALI interface without the requirement
to re-enter the latitude-longitude information.

Mobile MapForce

History of ADSi

The MOBILE MAPFORCE product offered by ADSi provides
field personnel mapping details at their fingertips:

For more than 25 years ADSi has supplied public safety departments with
effective and dependable software tools. In fact, ADSi has installed over
100 departments nationwide with CAD, RMS, JMS, Mobile Data, or some
combination of these, including departments at the city, county, state, and
federal levels of government.

• Functions the same as the in-house version of MAPFORCE
• Real-time interface with MDTForce to accept and plot the
dispatch location received from CADForce
View
• the location of vehicles with GPS/AVL
• Identify & locate specific addresses and streets
• Identify & locate latitude/longitude positions

There are several keys to our success and longevity: First, we offer great
software at a fair price. Second, we support our customers every step of
the way. Third, we listen to our customers. Customers tell us what they
need the software to do, and we continually strive to improve the software
in order to meet and exceed expectations.
The latest “rebirth” of our RMS and JMS software was written from the
ground up using the latest software tools available, including cutting-edge
web browser technology. Now you can see your information from anyplace
in the world with Internet access.

ADSi Public Safety
Software Products
ADSi offers CADForce for dispatch operations, designed to help coordinate
field personnel and manage resources.

Customization by the
System Administrator
MAPFORCE allows the systems administrator to customize the
display of AVL and incident information by use of the MAPFORCE
Setup Utility.
GIS layers may be added, updated, colorized or captioned without the additional expense of contracting with ADSi. Individual
roads and other features may be colored and enlarged to display
more prominently on the map. These features may also be setup to
display at administrator-defined zoom levels. For example, a
schools layer could be defined to display at 5 miles or closer to avoid
a cluttered map display at a full-zoom level.

ADSi offers Police RMS software called DataForce. DataForce provides
all the functions you might expect from electronic record-keeping software,
many of which greatly enhance prosecution of crimes. But DataForce
doesn’t stop there – utilizing the latest in programming technology,
DataForce also delivers investigative power to your agency – ADSi RMS
software now helps you solve crimes, not just prosecute them.
ADSi offers RMS for the Fire Service. The modules included help you more
effectively manage all elements of your fire operations including incident
reporting, inspections, training, personnel roistering, inventory, hydrants
module, and station log.
ADSi also offers municipal court software, a complete jail management
system, mug shot imaging, crime scene photo management, electronic crime
scene diagramming, bar coding for inventory and property, and much,
much more.
The next time you consider upgrading or adding software modules, why not
consider a company that has been serving your profession, under the same
ownership and management for over 25 years - A company with a proven
track record, one that delivers software on time and within your budget.
That company is ADSi – specialists in public safety software since 1981.
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